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｜Multidisciplinary designer 
 

EDUCATION                                                                   
Carnegie Mellon University Entertainment Technology Center(ETC)                   Pittsburgh, PA 
➢  Master of Entertainment Technology                                                May 2021 
➢  Core Courses: Building Virtual Worlds, Visual Story、Interaction Design Overview、Project Course. 
Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications                                 Beijing, China 
➢  Bachelor of Digital Media Technology                                                Jun 2019 
➢  Core Courses: Digital Image Processing; Signals and Systems; Animation Production; Online Game 
Practice; Digital Video Processing; C++ Programming. 
  
SKILLS ACADEMIC PROJECTS                                                              
Artist, Building Virtual Worlds, ETC                                                  Fall 2019 
➢  Grouped in teams of programmers, artists and sound designer to build a 3D, interactive experiences in 2-3 
weeks. Achieved 5 projects in total and two of them got in festival exhibition. 
➢  Created and designed 3D models, animation, user interface for VR, AR and PC platforms. 
➢  Improved communication and cooperation skills in teamwork. 
Designer, From Script to Screen in Two Weeks, ETC                                 Summer 2020 
➢  Build a creative and technical pipeline which filmmakers could facilitate story revisions to go from script to 
screen effectively and inexpensively. 
➢  Use a combination of off-the-shelf and custom tools to create new paradigms for previsualization. 
 
PROFESSTIONAL EXPERIENCES                                                   
Interaction Design Intern, Data Platform, Lenovo (Beijing) Company Limited         08/2018-10/2018  
➢  Took charge of the interaction design part of the company’s big data platform including Web side and 
mobile app client side. 
➢  Cooperated with product manager to generalize the interaction design processes and the specifications 
involved of products and to optimize them so as to improve user experiences. 
Designer, Beijing Hanyi International Culture Communication Company             12/2017-06/2018	
➢  Learned the logical thinking methods required by excellent interaction designers in the whole design  
process from problem identification to the final solution. 
➢  Mastered the key notes of output information architecture diagram, flow chart, wireframe prototype, high- 
fidelity prototype and interactive prototype. 
➢  Equipped with the necessary qualities to independently conduct interactive design. 
 
RESEARCH EXPERIENCES                                                       
Representative, Artificial Intelligence Projects, Imperial College London              01/2018-02/2018  
➢  Attended courses related to artificial intelligence such as Deep Machine Learning, Digital Image 
Processing, Computer Hardware. 
➢  Completed an application project of robot arm—Garbage Classification Robot. 
➢  Represented the team to present the final achievement and delivered several speeches. 
➢  Award: The Grand Champion	
Designer, Foreseeable Future Workshop, Beijing Hanyi International Culture Communication Company 
Limited                                                                     05/2018-06/2018  



➢  Designed a project on the basis of the existing research breakthroughs for the purpose to establish a neutral 
environment for dolphins to communicate with children   
➢  Established more specific design values and learned to utilize various design instruments to picture scenes   
 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES                                               
Founder, “Food Remembered”—A Personal Official Account                        06/2016-present  
➢ Independently designed, edited and operated the personal official account on the basis of acquired 
knowledge related to computer programming, animation processing, text editing and video producing etc.  
➢ Published 53 essays, attracted 483 fans and won readers’ praise and recognition  
Founder & Photographer, Photography Studio                                    06/2016-present  
➢ Participated and got awards in various photography competitions and took photos for different people  
 

OTHERS                                                                      
SKILLS:  
➢ Proficient with Adobe Software such as AE, PS, AI, PR and LR, and able to dexterously utilize python/C++ 
software to code  
INTERESTS: 
➢ Photography, Singing, Piano   
PORTFOLIO: 
➢ To learn more about my works, click my portfolio website www.zhanxinran.com 
JOB INTENTION: 
➢ Expected to engage in interactive design, game design, visual graphics design or user experience industries. 
 

 


